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Pallet racking systems

Pallet live storage racking

Pallet live storage racking systems are used as buffer 

 storage for shipping, in production and also for incoming 

and outgoing goods. The racks are usually accessed using 

front forklifts and reach trucks. Manual lifting trolleys can 

also be used for the lowest level on the removal side. The 

storage utilizes the irst-in-irst-out principle (FiFo). Stored 

goods with an expiry date or product batches are easier to 

monitor. The design of the gravity roller conveyors can be 

adapted to the speciic goods using different roll divisions 

and brake rollers. The other advantages of this storage 

system are the optimum use of surface area and volume as 

well as the ability to integrate the system into the automat-

ed material low. 

Furthermore, the pallets can also be accessed on multiple 

stories with additional order picking levels or tunnels.

Further information

 on request
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Pallet live storage rackings

Staging live storage and pushback racks

Pallet live storage

Pallet pushback racking

Pallet live storage rack storage with order picking tunnel

The live storage warehouse consists of gravity roller conveyors 

installed in a rack as live storage levels. The space it is used highly 

eficiently as multiple channels are positioned next to each other and 

the room height is optimally utilized. The storage and retrieval sides 

are separated. Roller conveyors provide both storage and transport 

functions.

Pallets pushback racking is space-saving buffer storage with only one 

access aisle. This storage technology pushes the stored goods up 

the incline of the roller conveyor and into a channel with the help of a 

feeding device. During removal, the following pallets are braked by the 

removal process with the forklift. Eliminating brake rollers and sepa-

rators creates a cost-effective solution. All of the articles are always 

accessible on the removal side of the rack. Pallet pushback racking 

utilizes the LiFo principle (last-in-irst-out).

Pallet live storage racking systems are becoming an increasingly 

important part of warehouse logistics due to the consistent combina-

tion of buffer storage and order picking. Pallet live storage racking with 

order picking tunnels utilizes the FIFO principle (irst-in-irst-out). The 

resupply and order picking operations are separated and large article 

volumes are possible. These systems provide optimum solutions for a 

beverage trade or electrical equipment manufacturers.


